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An invitation to our
World Energy Community
This is a significant moment in energy. As we experience the world’s
first demand-driven energy shock and navigate multiple oncein-a-lifetime crises, it is apparent to everyone, everywhere, that
energy affects every part of life. The world energy agenda cannot
be advanced by swinging from one priority to another. Successful
energy transitions can only be achieved by maintaining focus on all
pillars of the World Energy Trilemma — security, affordability and
sustainability — to ensure no one is left behind.
The World Energy Council’s Executive Assembly and Energy Trilemma
Summit, co-hosted by the Scottish Government, will bring together
the Council’s diverse, worldwide membership community from nearly
100 countries and the leading changemakers from within and beyond
the classic energy industry.
The two-day gathering begins with the Council’s Executive Assembly,
the first in-person convening of our worldwide energy community
in two years, providing a forum to reset the energy conversation
and converge on actions that progress sustainable energy for the
greatest benefit of all people. Under the theme ‘Transformational
solutions in turbulent times’, the events continue with the Energy
Trilemma Summit where we will identify balanced opportunities for
navigating successful global energy transitions in a faster-paced and
more fragmented world.

Join us for this
important
gathering

Highlights
Be part of this conversation
at an important time as
we move from crisis to
transformational solutions.
Connect with our worldwide
member community at the
Council’s largest annual
gathering.
Engage with leaders from
across the energy ecosystem
to discuss practical solutions
for successful energy
transitions.
Learn more about Aberdeen’s
clean and just energy
transition journey.
Network with peers at a
reception hosted by Aberdeen
City Council.

We are honoured that the Scottish Government is co-hosting our 2022 Executive Assembly
and Energy Trilemma Summit in Aberdeen, a World Energy City actively engaged in the
energy transition and with a long history of innovation. Discussions are particularly timely
as we begin to celebrate 100 years of the World Energy Council by inspiring the next 100
years of energy.
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How to
participate
The World Energy Council’s
annual gathering welcomes
the entire global member
community.
The Strategic Community
Conversation and Executive
Assembly on 12 October
are open exclusively to the
World Energy Council’s
member community, while
the Energy Trilemma Summit
on 13 October is open to the
Council’s members as well as
invited guests. This is a free
event. Places are limited and
registration is required.

12 OCTOBER

Strategic Community
Conversation
Executive Assembly Plenary
Networking Reception

13 OCTOBER

Energy Trilemma Summit

In today’s accelerated and turbulent energy environment, our
Executive Assembly and Energy Trilemma Summit will bring together
the World Energy Community to address opportunities to reset the energy
leadership agenda and mobilise people-centric energy trilemma solutions to
progress clean and just energy transitions in all regions.
Angela Wilkinson
Secretary General & CEO
World Energy Council

Scotland takes forward the COP 26 legacy and strengthens its
commitment to deliver a just energy transition. Aberdeen - a worldleading energy city, actively engaged in energy transition and with a long
history of innovation – is honoured to welcome the Council’s diverse and
inclusive energy community to reset the global energy narrative ahead of
COP27 in Egypt.
Michael Matheson MSP

Cabinet Secretary for Net Zero, Energy and Transport
Scottish Government

01

How are leaders connecting energy prices, system costs, affordability,
and equity concerns?

02

Which energy Trilemma solutions are already moving the dial on clean
and just energy transitions, and how can these be kept on track?

03

In the new context of energy geopolitics and affordability, how can the
widening implementation gaps be closed?

Contact us
For further information about the Executive Assembly, contact the World Energy Council’s Networks and
Communities team at membership@worldenergy.org. For the Energy Trilemma Summit, please contact the Global
Agenda team at global.agenda@worldenergy.org.
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